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ATLANTIC

Bisazza Atlantic tiles are a concrete tile available in hexagon and square format. Designers of the exclusive
patterns include Carlo Dal Bianco, Jaime Hayon, Paola Navone, India Mahdavi, Tom Dixon, The Campana
Brothers, David Rockwell
PLEASE NOTE: As with all natural stone, there will be a variation in colouring and edges may be imperfect. Once
grouted the result is an old-world natural looking encaustic tile similar to those installed in centuries past.

INSTALLATION GUIDE
SITE PREPARATION- Ensure the substrate is flat, solid and free of chemicals such as paint, oil, wax etc.
ADHESIVES & GROUTS- Use Mapei Granirapid adhesive. Follow instructions as per manufacturer’s guidelines.
Use neutral coloured (grey) cement based grouts.
TREATMENT- The tiles are supplied pre-treated with a water and oil repellent protective layer. After the
installation, the surface requires 2 coats of finishing wax, before grouting commences.
CLEANING- Use neutral detergents to clean tiles. Do not use bleach, acid or alkali cleaning agents.
MAINTENANCE- The tiles should be waxed regularly. Follow instructions as per manufacturer’s guidelines,
PRODUCT FEATURE- Dimensional and chromatic variation is intrinsic in this product and adds to its distinct
beauty.
IMPORTANT- Tile colours may fade after prolonged exposure to sunlight. Do not sand or grind Bisazza cement
tile flooring.
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CEMENTILES
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Screed preparation
The cement tiles must be installed on a firm support. The first step is to prepare a clean, dry, cured
footing which is completely level and crack-free. Any cracks in the footing must be sealed using
appropriate products that can be readily found on the market. If the footing does not appear to be
flat, use a self-levelling product.
Use vapour barriers and specific primers to remedy any excess residual humidity.
Rising damp may cause spots on the tile surface.
Humidity levels below 2% are acceptable for cement screeds, but anhydrite screeds must have
less than 0.5% humidity.
Installation
Use a flexible quick-setting or medium quick-setting cement-based adhesive for ceramics and
stone material, such as Bisazza Ad Hoc or equivalent.
In case of high temperatures please consider epoxy-polyurethane adhesives, which have a longer
opening time, paying attention not to soil the tiles surface.
Apply the adhesive evenly, using a wide-notched trowel (1 x 1 cm notches), on both the footing
and the back of the tile (double coating). Do not leave any gaps in the adhesive, otherwise the tile
edges may break.
When using a thin set mortar, double coating is not necessary, but a round-notched trowel with a
notch depth of at least 1 cm should be used.
Position the tiles by hand, without hammering, and leave a joint of 2 mm between tiles, just enough
to insert the cement-based grout (wider joints may ruin the effect of any decoration).
To cut the tiles the perfect way:
a) for areas not to be seen (e.g. the room perimeter) please use a tile-cutter;
b) for in-view areas, please use a specific tile-cutter with diamond blade suitable for ceramic or
marble and 1,0-1,4 mm thick, or a water-jet one.
In case you're using the water-jet cutter, be careful to let the tiles dry before laying.
Any excess cement-based adhesive on the tile surface or in the joints between them should be
removed immediately using a damp sponge.
If a carpet decoration has been chosen, installation must begin with the central portion of the
decoration working outwards; this is the only way to ensure that the required cuts will not disrupt
the design.
Recommended adhesives
Ad Hoc Bisazza, eGlue Bisazza (epoxy), PCI Carrament*, PCI Collastic* (polyurethanic).
Coverage of Ad Hoc adhesive
4.3 kg/sqm of powder (trowel with 1x1 cm notches)
Approximate coverage of eGlue adhesive
2.4 kg/sqm (trowel with 5x5 mm notches)
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Grouting
Start grouting only when the adhesive used is completely dry: the exact drying time varies by
brand, so read and follow the manufacturer's technical data sheets.
Before starting to grout always clean carefully the tiles and, once dry, apply two crossed
layers of pure FILA MATT* wax using a paint roller; please wait for almost an hour between
the two layers. The day after you can proceed with the grouting.
ATTENTION: VERY IMPORTANT TO CARRY OUT A 4 TILES TEST.
Use neutral-coloured cement grouts ie: silver grey or cement grey. Whichever suits the design of
the tile.
Slightly damp the surface with a sponge. Fill the joints using a clean rubber float, then wipe a damp
sponge all over the tiles to even out the surface; when finished wash with new clean water. If the
test area is clean, then go ahead with grouting of the whole area as indicated above. If the surface
is still showing grouting traces, please wash with water and a melamine sponge.
Don’t grout more than 3-4 sqm at once in order to avoid the grout to dry out.
Do not use any acid-based products to remove traces of grout.
After installation and grouting, as long as the work site is active, the floor surface should be
protected by covering it with a clean and dry cotton cloth or wadding.
Warnings
DO NOT sand the Bisazza cement tile floor.
Clean any stains immediately with water or neutral cleansers (i.e. Fila Cleaner*).
The surface waxing process must be repeated to ease the product cleaning.
Original tile colours may fade with exposure to sunlight.
Areas of application
Internal floors and walls for residential use.
Internal floors and walls for commercial use with moderate traffic.
Not recommended for wet rooms (showers, steam rooms, etc. )
* Refer to the manufacturer's technical data sheets.
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CEMENTILES
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
First treatment
After removing the cotton cloth or wadding which protected the surface during the works, whether
during the grout washing the wax should deteriorate, please apply another layer of matt wax
as Fila Matt* (80% wax and 20% water) using a microfiber cloth.
Routine cleaning
Clean the floor on a regular basis using water and a low-residue neutral detergent ( Fila Cleaner*
or other specific cleaners for marble or stone), and then rinse thoroughly.
DO NOT use aggressive detergents, like ammonia, bleach, limescale removers, alcohol and
products with PH higher than 8.0.
Special maintenance
Use a microfiber cloth to apply a coat of diluted (50%) finishing wax Fila Matt* on the dry and clean floor.
The wax treatment frequency depends on the floor use: higher for commercial spaces and lower
for residential rooms.
Whether it would be necessary to remove the protective wax because of some stains left from the
use, we recommend to wash with pure Fila PS87*, using a melamine sponge. Then, once the floor
is dry, reapply a layer of pure Fila Matt* wax.
Warnings
DO NOT sand the Bisazza cement tile floor.
Clean any stains immediately with water or neutral cleansers (i.e. Fila Cleaner*), using a melamine
sponge.
The surface waxing process must be repeated to ease the product cleaning.
Original tile colours may fade with exposure to sunlight.
Areas of application
Internal floors and walls for residential use.
Internal floors and walls for commercial use with moderate traffic.
Not recommended for wet rooms (showers, steam rooms, etc.)
* Refer to the manufacturer's technical data sheets.
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FILAMATT

NATURAL-EFFECT PROTECTIVE WAX

TerracoTTa
quarry Tiles
uNPolisHeD sToNe
aND aGGloMeraTes

WHAT IT’S FOR
For floor maintenance and matt finish
for treatments of terracotta, quarry
tiles, tumbled marble and natural
stone floors.
The ideal finishing coat after the
application of a water-based waterproofing sealer.
Ideal on internal walls in brick and
natural stone to prevent flaking.

HOW TO USE IT

ADVANTAGES
Provides natural finish.
Highly concentrated: can be diluted
according to requirements.
Can be polished to achieve a satin
finish.
Completely removable.
Has a high self-levelling capacity.

COVERAGE

With one litre:
Terracotta
Stone

Packaging

30 m2
30/40 m2

“Coverage shown is for guidance purposes only
and refers to single coats”

1 litre cans in boxes of 12.
5-litre cans in boxes of 4.
WARNINGS
• Keep out of reach of children.
• Do not disperse into the environment after use.
• Store at room temperature.; Protect can from
frost.
TEMPERATURES
Storage temperature: from 5° to 30° C
The product must be applied to material with a
temperature of between 10° and 30°C.
COMPOSITION
Aqueous emulsion of hard waxes and polymers
with addition of matting agent and other appropriate
additives.

LABELLING
No safety and risk labelling or instructions
are required, as the product is not classified as
hazardous under current regulations.
Safety data sheet available on request for
professional users.

For the protection of floors and bare walls
Dilute FILAMATT slightly to make it more
fluid and easier to apply by adding a glass of
water per litre of product. On a clean and dry
surface, apply one even coat of FILAMATT
using a fleece pad or cloth (brush). Wait until
completely dry (about an hour) and then apply
a second coat in the opposite direction to the
first (i.e. horizontal if previously applied vertically
or vice-versa). The floor can be walked on after
one hour. For a greater sheen, buff with a floor
polisher or a wool cloth. If treating terracotta
and highly absorbent natural stone (limestone,
sandstone, old quarries, rough quartzite), we
recommend a base coat of a water-proofing
product such as FILAFOB or FILAW68.
For maintenance:
Restoring finish (every 2-3 months): after
cleaning the surface with a diluted solution
of FILACLEANER (1:200), apply FILAMATT
diluting 500 ml of product in 5 litres of water.
The floor can be walked on once it is dry.
Restoring protection (once a year): apply slightly
diluted wax (200 ml of water per litre of product)
using a fleece pad, cloth or other applicator.
The floor can be walked on once it is dry.
Caution:
The product can be removed by using the
specific wax-remover for water-based waxes
FILAPS87.
Not recommended for use on outdoor surfaces
or in damp environments and where water
remains (bathrooms, showers).
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Appearance: liquid
Colour: milky white
Odour: flowery
Density: 1.004 kg/l
pH: 8.9
This information is the result of our most up-to-date
technical know-how and is based on ongoing laboratory
research and testing. Nevertheless, for reasons beyond
our control, any suggestions always require appropriate
analysis, testing and monitoring. Fila shall not accept
any responsibility for improper use of its products.
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FILACLEANER

CONCENTRATED NEUTRAL DETERGENT

PORCELAIN TILES
GLAZED CERAMIC TILES
TERRACOTTA
QUARRY TILES
CONCRETE
WOOD
POLISHED STONE AND
AGGLOMERATES
LAMINATE FLOORING
LINOLEUM
RUBBER AND PVC

WHAT IT’S FOR

ADVANTAGES

Delicately cleans all
types of floors and surfaces.
Does not affect treated
and delicate surfaces.
It’s essential for washing natural
stone floors after being laid
particularly those with polished
finish that are sensitive to strong
detergents.

It cleans but does not attack.
With high dilutions of product (1:200)
there’s no need to rinse as it does not
leave any residues.
Highly concentrated, can be used at
various dilutions.
Ideal for maintenance of all waxed
surfaces.
It can be used with scrubber dryer
machines at 1:200.
Ideal for laminates.
Pleasant perfume.
COVERAGE

With one litre:
Maintenance 1:200
1500 m2
Initial stone wash 1:30 50 m2
“Coverage shown is for guidance purposes only
and refers to single coats”

Packaging

HOW TO USE IT
Dilution: from 1:30 to 1:200 depending on
requirements.
Application:
For ordinary maintenance of all surfaces. Dilute
FILACLEANER at 1:200 (25 ml in 5 litres of
water). No need to rinse. For more stubborn dirt,
wash using more concentrated solutions.
For after laying washing of delicate
surfaces (marble, travertine, granite, polished
agglomerates. etc.). Dilute FILACLEANER at
1:30 spread over the floor and leave to act for
five minutes, work with single disc professional
cleaner with a white pad. Remove all residues
using a liquid vacuum or cloth. Rinse after
cleaning.
For “scrubber-dryer” machines. Dilute
FILACLEANER at 1:200. Pour the solution into
the tank.
For extraordinary maintenance of very dirty
surfaces. Dilute FILACLEANER from 1:30 to
1:50 depending on dirt intensity. Wash using a
cloth or large brush. Remove the dirt and rinse.
Caution:
Do not use FILACLEANER on fabric or waxed
wooden floors.

1 litre cans in boxes of 12.
5-litre cans in boxes of 4.
WARNINGS
• Keep out of reach of children.
• Do not disperse into the environment after use.

Hazard indication:
Causes serious eye irritation.

Appearance: liquid
Odour: lemon perfume
Colour: pale yellow
Density: 1.005 kg/l
pH: 7.2 (10% solution in water)

Caution recommendations:
Wash hands thoroughly after handling. Wear
protective gloves / protective clothing / eye protection
/ face protection. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with
water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses,
if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye
irritation persists: Get medical advice / attention.

This information is the result of our most up-todate technical know-how and is based on ongoing
laboratory research and testing. Nevertheless, for
reasons beyond our control, any suggestions always
require appropriate analysis, testing and monitoring.
Fila shall not accept any responsibility for improper
use of its products.

LABELLING
Warning: Warning

TEMPERATURES
Storage temperature: from 5° to 30° C
The product should be applied to materials with
temperature between 5° and 30° C.
CONTAINS
Anionic surfactants less than 5%, non-ionic
surfactants more than 5% but less than 15%.
Other ingredients: Benzisothiazolinone, perfume,
Citral, Limonene.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
REV. 00 - 08/05/2014
FILAPHZERO
(dil. 10%)

FILACLEANER
(dil. 10%)

FILAPS87

pH
pH
pH
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